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Resumption of TTs following the Covid19
closedown.

This topic has 0 replies, 1 voice, and was last updated 2 weeks ago by Donald Ashton.

24 June 2020 at 11:57 pm

Posts

This post only addresses the running of our type-B events on Thursday evenings
(weekly) and Saturday mornings (monthly).

In order to comply with the Covid19 risk assesment we will require additional non-riding
helpers at the events for the following tasks:

1.      Signage:          One volunteer to erect and tear down the de�ned course signage for
the event and to clean the signs afterwards.

2.      Numbers:       One volunteer to organise distribution of numbers (with SD) and
collection and cleaning after the event.

3.      Timekeeper(s)  Most of our club events only require a single timekeeper, but the hill
climb requires two

4.      Rider pre-booking (club members only)

Volunteers for tasks 1 and 2 (may be combined) will, ideally, undertake the task for the
remainder of the season.

Volunteers for task 3 should ideally have their own stopwatch.
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Rider pre-booking may need to limit the number of entrants to a �gure,  yet to be
determined, for each course in order to ensure social distancing can be maintained.

It is also necessary for each rider to:

a. use their own pen for signing on.

b. use their own pins for the number.

 

After riding the event it is necessary that the riders do not congregate at any location
and go directly home.

Results will be posted on the club’s website by the timekeeper for the event.

 

In order for the correct social distancing to be maintained by the timekeeper at the
start the only viable courses are HCC216a, HCC257, H25/88 (subject to roadworks)
and H10/8.

 

Without suf�cient volunteers there can be no resumption of events.

Please reply to offer your services to the club for these tasks.

(Some of us are prevented by reason of age-banding retrictions)
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